
TMK 400
MORE POWER & EFFICIENCY.

The TMK 400 ”Big Boy” is the largest and strongest one in TMK’s current Product Family. It was 
originally developed to cut down the big trees of Central Europe, by powering it with the custom 
designed cylinders that give it the ability to cut up to 400 mm trees. Big Boy fits excavators 
ranging from 10 to 30 tons. The Shear opens up to a respective 1070 mm and thanks to its light 
weight it provides a great tool to cut down even the smaller bushes as well as the big logs. The 
strong capsular structure of the TMK 400 withstands the tensions of cutting down the big trees 
and still the total weight is being kept under 560 kg! Recommended hydraulic pressure for the 
Big Boy is between 220 - 300 bars, depending on the chosen cylinder.



OPTIONAL ATTACHMENTS

KG
400 mm
(15,75 in)

575 kg
(1260 lb)

10-30 ton kg
(22-66 ton lb)

DELIMBERCOLLECTOR SOLID
EXTENSION BEAM

SPLITTING BLADE HEEL

TILT BRUSHBLADE

WATCH THE VIDEO
BY SCANNING 
THE QR CODE.



CYLINDERS

DIMENSIONS
(MM)

NORMAL MAIN CYLINDER TMK TURBO +50KG (110 LB)

This is what we started with in Europe. When your 
machine has around 300 bars of pressure, the normal 

main cylinder is the safest choice.

Max. pressure: 300 Bar // 4350 psi
Recommended pressure: 280-300 Bar // 4060-4350 psi

Flow: 100-180 l/min // 26-47 gal/min

TMK Turbo is a patented telescopic cylinder, where 
the smaller cylinder always works first and the bigger 

one joins in when smaller is runs out of power. This 
way we are able to combine small cylinders quickness 

and bigger cylinders power in one casing. TMK Turbo 
grows your working productivity up to 15%!

Max. pressure: 250 Bar // 3625 psi
Recommended pressure: 220-250 Bar // 3190-3625 psi

Flow: 80-180 l/min // 21-47 gal/min

TMKTreeShear/TMKTreeShear/TMKTreeShear @

WWW.TMKTREESHEAR.COM



DELIMBER

COLLECTOR

SPLITTING BLADE

SOLID EXTENSION BEAM

LAST TOUCH WITH DELIMBING.

TOGETHER FORWARD.

BETTER IN HALF.

WHEN YOU NEED TO GO THE EXTRA METER.

The delimbing gives the last touch to tree clearing as well as 
the TMK attachment package. We developed the first easily 
controllable delimber on the market without expensive fee-
ding systems. Delimbing is smooth thanks to the special de-
sign of the space between the delimber blade and its counter 
blade attached to the grapple. This shape gives the shear 
a little room to tilt before snapping the tree with the blade. 
This way the fast and smooth motion is ensured, leading to 
both fast and more importantly easy working. In the nordic 
countries the Delimber is a very common attachment due to 
the high demand of stripped trees. Delimber is also available 
without electricity depending on the build of your shear, or by 
using a separate hydraulic line.

Equipping your TMK Tree Shear with the collector increases 
the productivity significantly. Collector works automatically 
with the shears open-close motion up to the point where 
the gathered trees are dropped. When the shear is closed, 
the collector arm opens up to the other side of the trees and 
when the shear is opened again, the collector arm first grabs 
the trees firmly in its grip. This way you’re in control of the 
trees all the time. Only when the bunch is dropped, one ele-
ctric line is used to let the bunch go from the grip. Collectors 
simple operation enables fast and comfortable working and 
thanks to its high productivity value, it’s the most popular 
TMK attachment worldwide. Collector is also available 
without electricity depending on the build of your shear, or by 
using a separate hydraulic line.

With the splitting blade you can finalize trees and cut them in 
half without unnecessary hassle. The splitting blade attaches 
to the side of the shear with three bolts and is universal to 
use throughout all of our models. Splitting blade works best 
with the bolt-on blade-models, when you can also load or 
move the trees more easily with the same shear. Skilled 
operators also use our Delimber blade for moving the split 
trees around.

Equipping your TMK Tree Shear with our solid extension is 
very easy due to our modular design and bolt-on plating. If it 
doesn’t suit the job at hand, the bolt-attached plates enable 
the beam to be taken off easily. Extension is a good fit espe-
cially with the Delimber, as it makes the motion faster and 
smoother thanks to the longer reach. Solid Extension was 
designed to work with tilt rotators to ensure that the sensitive 
hoses don’t get damaged in the bushes, but kept in a safe 
distance from the branches to minimize the damage. Availab-
le in a few different lengths, but the default 800mm one is by 
far the most popular one and suits most machines.

OPTIONAL ATTACHMENTS

+15 KG (35 LB)

+110 KG (240 LB)*

+125 KG (275 LB)*

+105 KG (230 LB)

*Collector & delimber together +220 kg (485 lb)

Recommended for 10-30 ton kg (22-66 ton lb) 

Recommended for 10-30 ton kg (22-66 ton lb) 

Recommended for 10-20 ton kg (22-44 ton lb) 

Recommended for 10-30 ton kg (22-66 ton lb) 



DELIMBER

BRUSHBLADE

HEEL
COLLECTOR

SPLITTING BLADE

SOLID EXTENSION BEAM

TILT

NICE AND CLEAN.

ALWAYS THERE FOR YOU.

NEW DIMENSION TO THE WORK.

With the TMK BrushBlade you can make sure that even 
the smaller twigs are cut cleanly. The bolt-on extra blade is 
sharpened one way and removes the extra gap between the 
blade and the grapple arm. This creates even more of a scis-
sor-like motion and even the most flexible little bushes get 
cut cleanly. The chipper operators dream! TMK BrushBlade 
is good for trees between 0 - 15cm and should not be used 
for larger trees.

With the heel you get more support and reliability to our 
shear when moving in any terrain with your machine. You 
can safely take support with it, no matter the size of your 
machine. Heel is attached to the backside of our shear with 
bolts offering a good support point when moving around 
with the machine. Extra friction never hurt anyone.

Do you want to cut overhanging branches? Or just operate 
in unloved terrain efficiently and leave the stump as low as 
possible? Or need a little bit more agility to stack the trees 
neatly? The tilting unit is just the feature for you. Tilt fits both 
TMK 300 and TMK 400 and is robust enough to withstand 
the challenges of hard work in the forest. It tilts 90° both 
ways, so it’s a great tool to cut down overhanging branches, 
but also gives more agility to operating the shear and moving 
the cut down timber. Tilt can be controlled with a separate 
hydraulic line, or with the same line as the shear with the 
help of a 6/2 electric valve.

+15 KG (35 LB)

+300 KG (660 LB)

+25 KG (55 LB)

Recommended for 10-30 ton kg (22-66 ton lb) 

Recommended for 11-30 ton kg (24-66 ton lb) 

Recommended for 10-30 ton kg (22-66 ton lb) 


